
Introduction to SCORES

Mission Statement

Canada SCORES inspires urban youth to lead healthy lives, be
engaged students, and have the confidence and character to
make a difference in the world.

Vision

Canada SCORES envisions a world where all youth find their voice,
achieve their goals and reach their full potential.

Our Beginning

Canada SCORES is a registered Canadian charity based in Burnaby,
British Columbia. We were founded in June 2013 and began our
unique after-school programming at no cost to our families in
January 2014, with 45 students in 3 Burnaby elementary schools.
Today, we have grown to support over 200 students, grades 4-7,
through partnerships with 14 schools from Burnaby, Surrey, New
Westminster and Vancouver. We encourage you to check out our
website for more information.

http://www.canadascores.org


Where Are We located?

As you can see above, Canada SCORES Vancouver is currently the
only city in Canada with a SCORES program. We hope in the future
that more cities across the country will start programs in their schools
so that we can continue to grow our Canada SCORES community.

Washington D.C. was the first city to start the SCORES program. A
woman named Julie Kennedy, a public school teacher, developed
the SCORES model in 1994 after noticing that her students were at
risk of gang activity and other dangers after class. Turning to her
experience as an athlete, she began teaching her class soccer after
school. In bad weather, she turned to her other passion, poetry, and
began teaching her students how to write and perform their own.

Soon, her students were more engaged in class, performing better
academically, and being more active. By adding a service-learning
element, Julie saw that her students developed confidence and
learned that they could affect change in their community. Schools
across D.C. took notice and the program expanded, becoming a
national organization in 1999.



Our Programs

Canada SCORES focuses on the whole child and uses a unique
combination of soccer, poetry, and community projects to create a
singular and comprehensive program that emphasizes physical
activity, health and wellness, self-expression, academic
engagement, and community involvement.

Currently, we offer 4 program types:

Junior SCORES Programming for Grades 1-3

For our Junior SCORES Poet-Athletes, they will be playing soccer and
use a unique story-based curriculum that will motivate and inspire
them to discover SCORES values, work as a team, and express their
feelings and opinions in writing, all while having fun!

Canada SCORES Core Programming for Grades 4 & 5

Our Core Poet-Athletes meet 2-4 days a week for at least 90 minutes
each day. They will be on the field, in the classroom, and in the
community. They play soccer throughout the entire school year. In
the fall semester, our classroom activities are focused on poetry,
creative writing, and self-expression. In the winter and spring
semesters, participants apply these creative and communicative
skills to a community project they research, design, and implement.

Currently, our CORE program runs in 13 schools across Vancouver,
Burnaby, New Westminster and Surrey:

Graham Bruce Elementary - Vancouver (starting in January)
Hastings Elementary - Vancouver (starting in January)



Stride Avenue Community School - Burnaby
Edmonds Community School - Burnaby
Douglas Road Elementary - Burnaby
Windsor Elementary - Burnaby
Lord Kelvin Elementary - New Westminster
Qayqayt Elementary - New Westminster
Cedar Hills Elementary - Surrey
Hjorth Road Elementary - Surrey
Kirkbride Elementary - Surrey
Mary Jane Shannon Elementary - Surrey
Senator Reid Elementary - Surrey

SCORES in Action (SiA) Programming for Grades 6 & 7

Our SiA Poet-Athletes meet 1-2 days a week for at least 90 minutes
each day. In addition to soccer, they will be using the "One Hen"
curriculum based on the award-winning children’s book One Hen:
How One Small Loan Made a Big Difference. "One Hen" challenges
youth to start their own social enterprise/small business. The goals are
to not only provide a safe and supportive environment, but also to
equip Poet-Athletes with the necessary skills in leadership,
entrepreneurship, and financial literacy, and to give back to their
local and/or global communities.

Currently, our SiA program runs in 5 schools across New Westminster
and Surrey:

Fraser River Middle School - New Westminster
Hjorth Road Elementary - Surrey
Kirkbride Elementary - Surrey



Mary Jane Shannon Elementary - Surrey
Senator Reid Elementary - Surrey

Upwards & Onwards (U&O) Programming for (Grades 8 & 9?)

Currently, our U&O program runs in 1 school in Surrey:

LA Matheson Secondary - Surrey

Coaching and Volunteering

In order to work or volunteer with Canada SCORES, all applicants
need to undergo a Criminal Record Check (CRC) with the ministry.
Although FirstAid is not a requirement, it is recommended and
preferred for staff to have.

Events

Throughout the year, Canada SCORES hosts many events for both
the Poet-Athletes and the staff.

Fall Frenzy - The Fall Frenzy is a soccer jamboree hosted at the end of
October or beginning of November. The Poet-Athletes from each
school meet at a designated location, via walking or bus, for their
corresponding city. At the event, Poet-Athletes are given t-shirts,
cleats and other various goodies. The event is 2 hours of soccer,
socializing and fun. The Vancouver Whitecaps are in attendance
and help run activities, games and show off their skills. For the schools
located in Surrey, this event will take place on October 29, 2021 from
3-5:30pm. For the schools located in Burnaby and New Westminster,
this event will take place on November 5, 2021 from 3-5:30pm.



City Poetry Slam - Some time between December and February,
each city will host a poetry slam for the Poet-Athletes that attend the
schools in that city. Each Poet-Athlete will perform a poem of their
choice that they have created in the program, and will have the
opportunity to get up on stage in front of family and friends and
recite their poem! Winners from each school will be chosen and
these Poet-Athletes will have the opportunity to take their poem to
our Red Carpet Poetry Slam. For the schools located in Burnaby and
New Westminster, this event will take place on January 28, 2022 from
5:30-7:30pm. The date and time for Surrey's Poetry Slam is still TBD.

Red Carpet Poetry Slam - The Red Carpet Poetry Slam celebrates our
Poet-Athletes’ successes while raising awareness and much-needed
funds to allow Canada SCORES to continue to provide our free
after-school programming. This event features original performances
by select Poet-Athletes, chosen based on their performances at their
recent City Poetry Slams and their overall commitment to the
Canada SCORES program. The winner of the Red Carpet Poetry
Slam gets the honour of representing Canada SCORES at the
National Poetry Slam, hosted in America. This event will take place at
the end of February, 2022.

National Poetry Slam - The winner selected at the Red Carpet Poetry
Slam will have the opportunity to represent Canada SCORES at the
National Poetry Slam, hosted at a selected city in America. Winners
from each city in the America SCORES Program will also be in
attendance. All Poet-Athletes will perform their winning poems and
one lucky Poet-Athlete’s work will be chosen as the winning poem
for that year.



SHOUT -

Whitecaps Games -

Spring Jamboree -

Assessments

There are 3 assessments that you will be required to use as a Coach
in the Core program: a Poetry Assessment, a Soccer Assessment and
a Fitness Assessment. Each of these assessments will be completed
twice during the year: once at the beginning of program and once
at the end. When introducing these to the Poet-Athletes, try not to
call them “tests” or “assessments” as this can cause anxiety in some
of the students. Perhaps try calling them “evaluations” and stress the
point that the students are not being compared against other
Poet-Athletes but rather against themselves and that we want to see
how well they improve!

Poetry Assessment

This assessment should be given to Poet-Athletes to complete on
your first poetry session day with your team. Allow Poet-Athletes
enough time to complete the assessment. If individuals do not know
the answers, tell them to answer to the best of their ability. The
purpose of the assessment is to gather information about each
Poet-Athlete’s baseline knowledge about Poetry. The assessment will
be given again at the end of the term, before the Poetry Slam



(December-January), to reassess their knowledge and analyze how
much they have learned over the 2 months. The link for this
assessment can be found here.

Soccer Assessment

The Soccer Assessment should be completed during the first few
weeks of program in October. Make sure you do not complete this
assessment and the Fitness Assessment on the same day, as it may
be too tiring for the Poet-Athletes. The Soccer Assessment will
measure the poet-athletes dribbling abilities. The post-assessment
should be completed sometime in May. The guidelines for this
assessment can be found here.

Fitness Assessment

The Fitness Assessment should also be completed during the first few
weeks of program in October. As mentioned above, this assessment
should not be completed on the same day as the Soccer
Assessment. This assessment will measure the Poet-Athletes speed
and agility. The post-assessment should be completed some time in
May. The guidelines for this assessment can be found here.

**Please note that this assessment needs to be done exactly as
instructed. For example, each Poet-Athlete needs to complete the
10m run 4 times. Please do not have Poet-Athletes run 10m’s twice
and then double their time. This will not accurately reflect the time
for the Poet-Athletes for this assessment.

https://docs.google.com/document/u/7/d/1lKqsyMBKWIeRxGVtFbTFlOtOUhUFteiP0Nq-0UsamyQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GttDMODcNvQ3drY4vJgJLPWmxelSaGlvCUXcX-rsqLM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/u/7/d/1VvhaBVH8JXWXFrNHJOdzXCmqCgq5FRC1ZyeiYI5DjwQ/edit


Program Data

Each Coach will be given access to the Program Data Sheets for
their corresponding schools. On these data sheets you will find a
communication log, coach and participant contact information,
attendance sheets, as well as places for the poetry, soccer and
fitness assessment scores. Coaches will be responsible for filling out
these sheets daily.

The “Communication Log” sheet will be used for recording any form
of contact you may have with the Poet-Athletes parents. This could
be for many reasons including the use of inappropriate
behaviour/language from the Poet-Athlete, an unexcused absence
of the Poet-Athlete, late pickup of the Poet-Athlete etc. This is the first
sheet when you open up the Program Data document in Excel. You
will fill out the date of the communication, the time, the method of
communication (such as phone call, text message, email), the name
of both the student and the parent, your name as the Coach, the
reasons for why you needed to contact the family, the next steps (if
any), as well as any notes about the interaction that you feel is
necessary to include.



Under the “Coach Contacts” sheet, you will find the names of the
coaches in your city, as well as their email addresses, phone
numbers, any allergies they may have and the school they are
coaching at. The other sections (that have the pull down options
“yes” & “no”) are for office purposes only and are not required for
you to fill out. Examples of what this section looks like can be found
below.



The next tab is the “Participant Contacts” Sheet. This is where you will
be able to find information about the Poet-Athletes personal
information such as their birthday, grade, gender, allergies, their
address, who their parent/guardians are, if they are allowed to walk
home after program or need to be picked up and if so by whom,
any emergency contact information if the parent/guardians are not
able to be reached, as well as their media consent. An example of
what this sheet looks like can be found below.



The next 3 sheets are the ones that you will be utilizing weekly for
tracking students' attendance. Along Row 5, you will see the date of
the week. On that first day (where the cell is orange), input the date
of the Monday of your first week of program. This will auto populate
the rest of the weeks in the sheet. Underneath the date, you will find
a drop down menu. When you click on it, the type of session will
appear. If on Mondays your program is Poetry, select “Poetry” from
the menu. Do this for the other days in which you have program and
select the corresponding session type. If you do not have session for
one of the days, leave that day blank. You will notice that some of
the cells on the sheet are grey. These cells cannot be edited by the
Coach and should be left the way they are shown in the sheet.



Along with filling in the program session type, you will need to identify
which Poet-Athletes were present or away for each session. In the
below image, you can see a drop down menu appear under
Monday Oct 4 for participant Kevin Yang. P= present, A= excused
absence, X= unexcused absence, and R= removed from program.
Once a Poet-Athlete has been given “R”, you will not have to fill in
their attendance for the remaining days. The sheets for the Fall,
Winter and Spring session all follow the same format.



You will also notice that there are sheets for inputting Writing, Fitness
and Soccer scores from the assessments mentioned above. You will
be responsible for adding the times for the Fitness and Soccer scores
into these sheets. Your Program Manager and Coordinators will
collect the Poetry Assessments from each Coach and input these
scores themselves, as they need to be marked first. As you can see
below, these sheets follow the same format as the Attendance
sheets, meaning you are only required to fill out the orange sections.
This means you are only required to input your teams pre and post
assessment scores. The improvement percentage on the right will
automatically update once scores have been inputted.

Start of Session Procedures

Coaches are required to take attendance of their team within the
first 10 minutes of the session. If Canada SCORES head office has not
been notified of students’ absence, the Coach will check with the
schools office to see if the student had been absent from school that
day. If the student was not absent that day, the Coach will ask the



office to page the student. After 2 minutes, the Coach will call the
parent/guardian/emergency contact. If at this point there is still no
knowing where the student is, the Coach is required to report a
missing child to the police after notifying Jackie of the situation.

If a child has been accounted for and then goes missing, the
Coaches will complete a 5 minute search of the area, then call
Jackie, followed by 911 to report a missing child.
In an effort to avoid unnecessary situations, please encourage
parents to contact Canada SCORES if their child will not be in the
program by 2pm that day. They can call/email/text Jackie at
604-802-4874 or jackie@canadascores.org.

Pickup Procedures

Students who have permission to walk home after program can do
so after being dismissed by their Coach. Information regarding which
children can walk home can be found in your Program Data Sheet
under “Participant Contacts”. Students who have not been
authorized to leave on their own must stay with the Coaches until an
authorized adult is visible to release the child at the designated
pickup location.

Coaches will ask students to call their parents/guardians if they have
not been picked up within 5 minutes of the program ending. If
contact cannot be made, proceed to calling the listed emergency
contact. If no contact has been made after 30 minutes from the end
of session, you will need to call the Ministry of Family Services
(INCLUDE PHONE NUMBER), followed by notifying Canada SCORES
head office, as well as the school.



Coaches are required to record all late pick ups in the
Communication Log located in the Program Data Sheets. If late
pickup continues to be an issue, notify Jackie or one of your Program
Coordinators.

Timesheets

You will be responsible for filling out your timesheets each week and
making sure that your hours have been entered by the deadline.
Below is the pay period schedule as well as the deadline for hours to
be submitted in order for them to appear on your next paycheck.
For example, for you to get paid on September 15, 2021 for the hours
that you completed on September 8, 2021, you will need to have
your timesheet completed by September 9, 2021.



To complete your timesheets, you will need to fill in all of the
highlighted areas (once again, you do not need to fill in any of the
grey areas in the document). Start by filling in your name at the top,
followed by the start and end date of the pay period. The dates for
each pay period can be found at the bottom of the document.
Each sheet is named after its corresponding pay period. Next, you
will need to fill in the date, the time you started for each day and the
time you ended. In the notes section, you will need to fill in “CITY -
SCHOOL - PROGRAM TYPE (CORE/SiA) - SESSION TYPE”. For example
“New Westminster - Qayqayt Elementary - Core Program - Poetry”.
The sheet will keep a running total of your hours for the pay period.

At the bottom of each sheet, there will be a section where you are
required to sign your name, along with the date. Once you have
finished that, your timesheet for that pay period will be complete.



Program Planning

Coaching soccer and poetry may seem a bit overwhelming,
especially if you are new to both of these subjects. However, have
no fear! We have created Soccer and Poetry Coach Guides for you
to help you navigate any challenges you may encounter.

The Soccer Coach Guide can be found here. Within this guide, you
will find SCORES ground rules, team management strategies,
planning a practice, practice structure and so much more. We
encourage you to take a look through the document and utilize as
much information in there as you want. We have also included a
Soccer Curriculum guide which can be found here. All of the
activities within this document can be found in your Soccer Coach
Manual (you may have a hard copy or a digital version can be
found on our website under Coach’s Corner - CSV Program
Resources).

The Poetry Coach Guide can be found here. Within this guide, you
will find information about the Art & Poetry Journals the Poet-Athletes
will be using this year, the structure of each of these lessons, the

https://www.canva.com/design/DAEqxITJ2mM/FaaGIZKTtDy4ldIk_Pns6w/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/u/7/d/13hCXUfS11qUhQqXey-f7jhetDpRwHLwOdYO1wwuBFkg/edit
https://www.canadascores.org/
https://www.canva.com/design/DAEqBU3h7r4/0Hpjax3ftD0qZ9lUEYE4TQ/edit


topics that will be covered in these lessons (along with additional
resources for each lesson), information on planning lessons, team
management and information regarding Poetry Performance
Prep/Etiquette. We have also included a Poetry Program Schedule
which can be found here. In this document, you will find a proposed
schedule for the different poetry topics, along with links to
corresponding Typeforms, as well as a program planning sheet to
help you plan out your sessions if you desire.

This year, we will be supplying each Coach with a set of Activity
Cards. These Activity Cards will include different warm-up games,
icebreaker activities and soccer drills that you can do with your
teams. Each card will indicate the activity type, how long it should
take and provide instructions on how to complete the activity. You
can either let your Poet-Athletes look through them and choose one
they would like to try or you can use them as inspiration for your own
session planning! Either way, they are another resource for you to use
as you please.

Typeforms

Typeforms are a fun option for helping assist you in your delivery of
the poetry topics. Each topic has a corresponding Typeform that
goes along with it. The links for each can be found on the Poetry
Program Schedule under the related topic. These Typeforms follow
the same format as the Art & Poetry Journals. Depending on the
resources and equipment that you have available to you at your
school, you may be able to project these Typeforms onto a screen

https://docs.google.com/document/u/7/d/1w3lQgiyxteVYmGRnofn6WzWvjV5fEoDVN7_1uA51lPk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/u/7/d/1w3lQgiyxteVYmGRnofn6WzWvjV5fEoDVN7_1uA51lPk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/u/7/d/1w3lQgiyxteVYmGRnofn6WzWvjV5fEoDVN7_1uA51lPk/edit


for your Poet-Athletes to follow along to. More information about
these Typeforms can be found in your Poetry Coach Guide.

Heart-Mind Well-Being

Heart-Mind well-being refers to the balance between educating the
mind and educating the heart. While there is a great focus in our
society on academic achievement, research has demonstrated the
positive impacts of developing our hearts - the way we "feel" and
"relate to one another". In fact, heart and mind learning are
interconnected. There are 5 qualities that make up the Heart-Mind
Well-Being.

The first is Secure and Calm. Secure and calm describes the ability to
take part in daily activities and approach new situations without
being overwhelmed with worries, sadness or anxiety. To be secure
and calm also means being able to cope with stress and pressure,
and to bounce back from difficulties. It is an inner capacity for
well-being.

The second is Gets Along With Others. Getting along with others is the
ability to form positive and healthy relationships with peers and
adults. Children with better abilities to regulate their emotions and
behaviours have more friends and experience more positive
playtime with their peers.

The third is Alert and Engaged. Being alert and engaged is the ability
to manage and direct one's own feelings, thoughts and emotions. In
general, it is the ability to be 'present' and to exercise self-control.

https://www.canva.com/design/DAEqBU3h7r4/0Hpjax3ftD0qZ9lUEYE4TQ/edit


The fourth is Compassionate and Kind. Being compassionate and
kind is closely related to empathy. While empathy refers more
generally to the ability to take the perspective of and to feel the
emotions of another person, compassion goes one step further.
Compassion includes the desire to take actions that will alleviate
another person’s distress.

The fifth and final quality is Solves Problems Peacefully. Managing
conflict effectively is about creating an atmosphere where violence
and aggression are not likely. To resolve conflict means using
empathy, problem-solving skills, understanding other points of view
and coming up with ways to make things right in a fair way. Peace is
more than the absence of conflict and violence. It is recognizing
and acting on the worth of self, others and our interconnectedness
as humans.

Resources for Coaches regarding each quality can be found at The
Heart-Mind Online.

Final Note

We hope that this Coach Introduction Guide is a useful resource to
you all when it comes to planning and delivering your lessons for
Poetry and Soccer. We look forward to another amazing year of
Coaching with you all and making connections with our teams. Best
of luck this season and do not hesitate to reach out if you have any
questions/comments/concerns. Your Program Manager and
Coordinators are always here to lend a helping hand!

https://heartmindonline.org/
https://heartmindonline.org/


Vision

America SCORES
Start January 2014
Map of our cities
Different program types - when poetry is etc. grades - where our
schools are, year round program
All coaches/ volunteers - CRC preferably first aid
Events - FF, CPS, RCPS, NPS, SHOUT, Whitecaps, SJ
Social emotional learning - heart mind modules
Incorporate online training typeform links
Assessments
Program data - sheet - screenshots highlight type of program,
attendance - not typing in grey, note allergies and medical
concerns, who can walk home
Pick up procedures, start of session procedures,
Timesheets
Program planning:
Soccer coach guides
Poetry Coach guides
Activity cards


